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"Thanks for the gift . . . ."

"Dear Frank,

... Thanks for the gift subscription to The Fight and the Modern Age book. Looking through the magazine, I saw so many things I wanted to read that I didn't know where to start..."

I think we're all interested in what's going on in the world; there are so many different opinions, and so many voices. The world is a place of endless possibilities, and I want to be a part of it. I've been reading The Fight for Peace and Democracy, and I've been inspired by the stories of people who are fighting for peace and democracy. I want to be a part of it.

And that story "Jeff Rawlins' Body" is certainly worth the price of a year's subscription. And, you know, I've got quite a number of other people to look forward to the next issue of The Fight.

Special offer — a year's subscription to The Fight and your choice of one of the Modern Age Books pictured below for only $1.

A Congress and a Magazine

Delegates to the American Congress for Peace and Democracy will take home to their organizations and friends something concrete — something that they can pass on to others. With the issue of the Modern Age Book included in each Congress package, every delegate will have the opportunity to bring home a tangible symbol of their participation in this important event.

And if you're not a delegate, you need The Fight package even more — to bring you the latest news on the Congress and the account every month of the people's movement against war-making and Fascism.

Especially this, as you see, where the Congress is held in such a tense atmosphere, The Fight and The Modern Age Book are our best friends. For only one dollar in all, you will receive four issues of The Fight, the Congress Book, and the Modern Age Book. They are the best friends of modern democracy.

If you can't get a subscription by mail, you can pick up a copy at the Congress office.

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW!

The Fight
368 Fourth Avenue, New York, N.Y.

I enclose $1. Please enter my subscription for one year and send the book checked below.

NOTE

THE PASTURES OF HEAVEN
THE RIGHT TO WORK
THE LION'S SHARE
THE LION'S SHARE

Your choice of these books

January, 1939, The Fight

With the Readers

RING out the old, ring in the new.

AND out we came, we pulled up by the tail to the finish line. We didn't want to win, we just wanted to lose.

If there is a will, there is a way. If there is a way, there is a will. We'll get there today, tomorrow, and every day until we reach the finish line.

Lift the Embargo—NOW

By Max All

Peoples of China

Hail the Shareholders

By William Granger

The Meaning of Union

By Robert Dion

Jeff Rawlins' Body

By G. S. Bock

TRUCE is an involved organization, as we all know, that has to be taken seriously. They are setting the stage for the "truce" that meets every month. They are not just setting the stage for the "truce," they are setting the stage for the future.

Illustrated by Arthur Hoffman
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By Leonard Wax
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NO MORE MUNICHS!

When a diplomat reaches for the pen these days, a shudder of the peace-loving common people goes round the world. (We do not, of course, include those few democratic diplomats who use the pen as a weapon for peace.) Scanning his newspaper, the Man in the Street asks: Who have the eminent gentlemen chosen to sacrifice now?

But it begins to appear certain that so long as the people merely read their newspapers, the eminent gentlemen are going to go right on signing away the liberties, property, happiness, lives and peace of whatever they can. That is why we call on you to start making your will — the will of the 90 per cent who want peace — effective. Join today, or get your organization to affiliate, in the people's own movement for No More Munich Agreements — the people's movement for peace and Democracy.

AMERICAN LEAGUE FOR PEACE AND DEMOCRACY
260 Fourth Avenue, New York City

All-American Democracy

Threatened by Fascist aggression, the Latin American countries are moving to strengthen their democratic resistance...The executive secretary of the Conference on Pan American Democracy writes of the mutual support that can save liberty in our hemisphere

By Donald McConnell

THE STRUGGLE between the democracies and the Fascist states is spreading in the Americas. We must understand the extent of Fascist penetration in Latin America, its methods of propaganda, as a background for relating its aims.

The mobilization exists, Germany, Italy, and Japan, make no distinction between an individual citizen abroad and the state abroad. A German, say, in Venezuela in the importing business is a representative of the German government, whether he likes it or not. If he refuses to "cooperate" he is intimidated by the German community, he is unable to get cargo upon German ships, he cannot export to the Fatherland, returns are canceled about his financial position being shaky, local business people say they had best refuse doing business with him. Or the individual may be threatened with expulsion on his family or friends in the Fatherland. The result of all this is conformity with the Nazi policies even though the individual may dislike those policies. This same sort of thing is true of the Italian Fascists and the Japanese in Latin America.
Mexico. The Fascist group, particularly the German-dominated one, is well aware of this and they are making every effort to influence the Nazi government in this direction.

Thus far, the German-dominated group in Mexico has been relatively moderate in its actions. However, there is a growing concern among many Mexicans that the Fascist influence is becoming more pervasive. The Germans, particularly in the areas of industry and business, have been expanding their influence in recent years. The Fascist gains in Mexico are seen as a threat to the country's democratic institutions.

The Mexican government is taking measures to prevent the spread of Fascism. A national security law has been enacted to limit the activities of foreign organizations and individuals suspected of promoting Fascist ideology. Additionally, the government has increased its monitoring of foreign radio stations and publications, which are often associated with Fascist propaganda.

The Fascist presence in Mexico is not limited to the German-dominated group. There are also small but significant communities of Italian and Spanish Fascists who have migrated to Mexico seeking political asylum. These communities are often the target of discrimination and violence, especially in areas dominated by traditionalist and conservative forces.

The Mexican government has been criticized for its weak response to the Fascist threat. Some argue that the government is more concerned with维护 its ties with the United States and other Western powers than with protecting the country from Fascist influence. Others point out that the government's efforts are hampered by limited resources and the influence of powerful interests in the country.

In conclusion, the Fascist threat in Mexico is real and growing. The Mexican government must act decisively to prevent the spread of Fascism and protect the country's democratic institutions. It is essential that the government not only respond to the immediate threat but also work to address the underlying social, economic, and political factors that contribute to the appeal of Fascist ideology. The Mexican government must also engage with the international community to share best practices and collaborate on strategies to combat Fascism globally.
All our nation wants
the Spanish Republic's rights
restored, and before it is too late

Lift the Embargo—NOW

By Jay Allen

Our embargo still lingers, as a threat to the Spanish Republic.

The Spanish Republic and its allies have been subjected to an embargo by the United States, which was imposed in 1937 to prevent the sale of arms or services to the Spanish Government. The embargo was renewed in 1939, and remained in effect until July 1942, when it was lifted as a result of the outbreak of World War II.

The embargo was imposed in response to the Spanish Civil War, which had broken out in 1936. The Spanish Republic was supported by the Allies, including the United States, while the Nationalists, led by General Francisco Franco, were supported by Germany and Italy.

In the months leading up to the outbreak of World War II, the United States government was under pressure to lift the embargo, as the prospect of a war in Europe was becoming increasingly likely. In August 1940, President Franklin D. Roosevelt announced that the United States would lift the embargo, provided that the Spanish Government would recognize the independence of the Basque Country.

However, the Spanish Republic refused to recognize the Basque Country, and the embargo was not lifted. The United States government continued to support the Spanish Republic, but the embargo remained in place until the outbreak of World War II.

In June 1942, as a result of the United States' entry into the war, the embargo was lifted. This was a significant event, as it marked the end of the Spanish Republic's孤立主义 policy and the beginning of a period of cooperation with the United States.

The embargo had a significant impact on the Spanish Republic, as it prevented the sale of arms and services to the Spanish Government. This had a significant impact on the Spanish economy, and contributed to the eventual defeat of the Spanish Republic in the Spanish Civil War.

In conclusion, the embargo was a significant event in the history of the Spanish Civil War, and had a profound impact on the Spanish Republic. Its lifting in 1942 marked the end of a period of isolation and the beginning of a period of cooperation with the United States.
People of China

These are the people of China, refugees from the invasion of the Japanese militarist partners in the Rome-Berlin-Tokyo Alliance. Above, a meal is served in the refugee camp of Shanghai; while on the opposite page we see, above, farmers and civilians who have fled from bombardment in the Nanping district, the man in the foreground carrying his child who was struck by live bullets; and below, a woman with her two children in a foreign legation at Peking... In the East as in the West, Fascism means inhumanity to the innocent. When will the world's conscience give its answer? When will the voice of the democratic peoples be effective, in halting the depredations of those who invade peaceful nations?
Halt This Shame! - By William Gropper
MOVIES

Wendy Hiller portrays Elsa Dietrich in the movie version of "Pseudogamiy"

The Meaning of Munich

By Robert Dall

The Munich capitulation, the signature of a long series of capitulations, provides an international situation roughly like this: the Sudetenland problem in Czechoslovakia, the Munich agreement with Nazi Germany, and the fact that the British government in the 1930s was unwilling to commit itself to any form of action against Hitler's aggression. The British government had been forced into a position of neutrality, and the Munich agreement was seen as a way of appeasing Hitler and maintaining peace.

The result of the Munich agreement was the annexation of the Sudetenland by Germany, which marked the beginning of World War II. The Munich agreement was widely seen as a betrayal of Czechoslovakia, and it led to the eventual defeat of the British government.

Current Pictures

ANGELS WITH DIRTY FACES (Walter Wanger): The story is well told, and the performances are excellent. The movie is rated "A."" - Cary Grant

DOORS WITH ELS (Walter Wanger): Without question, the best performance of the year is that of the late Cary Grant. The movie is rated "A." - Cary Grant

Pseudogamiy

Several years ago there appeared a German silent version of Bernard Shaw's "Pseudogamiy." It was "entertaining," Shaw himself appeared in several short films (as an actor) and when the movies were reissued in Hollywood, they were not much of a success. The movie was, however, a success in Europe, and it was financially successful.

The story of Einar Lilja, a man who finds his true love in a woman who is not a woman, is one of the most interesting in Shaw's work. It is a story of love and relationships, and it is told in a way that is both humorous and sad.

Professor Malmock (Anders) is the film version of the novel by Robert Walser. It is a story of a man who is trying to find his place in the world. The novel is a story of love and relationships, and it is told in a way that is both humorous and sad.

Walter Dahr is a film about a man who is trying to find his place in the world. It is a story of love and relationships, and it is told in a way that is both humorous and sad.

The Trenchard (Twentieth Century-Fox): A remake of the old John Ford classic, "The Trenchard," with Henry Fonda and Henry B. Walthall. This new version has been much improved, and the acting is excellent. The story is told in a way that is both humorous and sad.
there have been significant backlash against Wall Street since the Roosevelt policies were imposed. Many are now asking if the New Deal has gone too far and if it is as good as advertised. The Wall Street Journal notes that the results of the elections may not be as positive for the New Deal as some had anticipated. In fact, many are calling for a return to the gold standard and deflationary policies. The Journal suggests that the election results may have been influenced by the recent stock market crash and the high unemployment rate.

The New Deal, however, has not been without its successes. The Federal Reserve Bank has been able to keep interest rates low and provide adequate liquidity to the banking system. The Agricultural Adjustment Act has helped to stabilize farm prices and reduce the surplus of agricultural products. The National Industrial Recovery Act has helped to stabilize industry and reduce unemployment. The Social Security Act has provided a measure of protection for workers and the elderly. The New Deal has also helped to improve the country's infrastructure with projects such as the construction of the Hoover Dam and the creation of the Works Progress Administration.

Despite these achievements, the New Deal has faced criticism. Some argue that the New Deal was too conservative and did not do enough to address the root causes of the depression. Others believe that the New Deal was too radical and threatened the existing economic system. The New Deal ultimately failed to fully address the economic crisis and the country entered a prolonged period of economic hardship.

The Wall Street Journal also notes that the New Deal has had a significant impact on the country's political landscape. The New Deal era saw the rise of the Democratic Party and the emergence of Franklin D. Roosevelt as a dominant figure in American politics. The New Deal also had a profound influence on the American psyche, with many Americans coming to believe in the principle of government intervention to address social and economic problems.

In conclusion, the New Deal was a complex and controversial policy initiative that had both successes and failures. Its impact on the American economy and society was significant, and its legacy continues to be debated to this day.
In their quest for "a place in the sun," the masters of Germany look toward Africa and other colonial lands ... Above all, they seek military bases, reports a widely-known commentator.

Hitler Wants Colonies

By Lucien Zacharoff

Erasing for all official sites in a crack in Tanganyika

TANGANYIKA

of America's nations. All those who think they made conquest into political and economic appetitesGE and the Third Reich. Preparing an attack on the Soviet Union, the Nazis cut a military alliance with Japan. They try to drive a wedge between England and France. From the very first moment of the war in Europe, Stalin's rule begins to change the United States. With the Berlin--K这家伙 has a nerve, they threaten to repeat another World War.

Prologue to Smog

All "natives" were a sad sight in the face of similar outbreaks that were brought to a head in the great smog of 1914, with the outbreak of the colonies as a basic strategy. Last summer, in the face of the "unlawful" objectives, he achieved control through war.

That must be won over to another question: What is the role of persuading non-white subjects to join the war to redress unfairly the North which has just now been settled, the same subject. The German colonies which the Nazis are now asking for (to begin with) has been taken as a result of the bloody studies of conditions or plans of imperialism in the First World War. Even England which prefers that he be an ally, in order to get to and select the African shores, while quite willing to see Germany help itself in colonies of some other nations, is not so far away with one who has already followed the Nazi driving. Another hour of the Nazi game, which after the 1914/18 defeat had been assured by the League of Nations to rely on mandates for some former German colonies, is not too involved in the form of Hitler's desire for the reacquisition of these colonies.

Since it will only be with the connivance of the Allied French that Germany will ever be able to recover the colonies, it is unanswerable that the British and French get a free throw at the German colonial empire in Africa. Among other plotters, England received: (1) former German East Africa, now Tanganyika; (2) former German Southern Africa, now mandated under the Union of South Africa, a British dominion; (3) a part of Tanganyika and a part of the Cameroons. The remainder of Tanganyika and the Cameroons was taken over by France.

Under whose Nazi military ambitions have provoked profound anxiety in England. But as in the case of French Tanganyika, yielding to the colonial aspirations of Germany, the country's military ambition is seen in the scramble for the terrestrial African continent. The United States and the British have their own African ambitions, and the British are not seen as interested in a European incident in Africa.

The /n/on the rise of Lord James in the Atlantic, strange move in the Pacific.

January 1939, THE FIGHT

Continued on page 24
Meaning of Munich

Continued from page 9

By Joseph Williams

The situation in Munich is critical. The Germans have shown no signs of withdrawing from their borders in accordance with the terms of the armistice. The British Government remains firmly committed to the principles of the Munich Agreement. The French Government has also expressed its support for the arms limitation clauses of the agreement. The situation on the eastern front remains tense, with both sides refusing to accept any diminution of their military strength.

The United States

Continued from page 2

By Mark O'Brien

The United States has declared that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The United States has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The United States has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

Colonies

Continued from page 1

By John Smith

The British Government has announced that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The British Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The British Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The French Government has declared that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The French Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The French Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The German Government has declared that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The German Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The German Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The Italian Government has declared that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The Italian Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The Italian Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The United States has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich. The United States has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The United States has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The French Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich. The French Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The French Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The German Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich. The German Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The German Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The Italian Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich. The Italian Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The Italian Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The United States has declared that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The United States has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The United States has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The French Government has declared that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The French Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The French Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The German Government has declared that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The German Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The German Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The Italian Government has declared that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The Italian Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The Italian Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The United States has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich. The United States has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The United States has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The French Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich. The French Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The French Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The German Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich. The German Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The German Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The Italian Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich. The Italian Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The Italian Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The United States has declared that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The United States has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The United States has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The French Government has declared that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The French Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The French Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The German Government has declared that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The German Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The German Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The Italian Government has declared that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The Italian Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The Italian Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The United States has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich. The United States has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The United States has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The French Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich. The French Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The French Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The German Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich. The German Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The German Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The Italian Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich. The Italian Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The Italian Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The United States has declared that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The United States has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The United States has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The French Government has declared that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The French Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The French Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The German Government has declared that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The German Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The German Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The Italian Government has declared that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The Italian Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The Italian Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The United States has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich. The United States has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The United States has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The French Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich. The French Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The French Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The German Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich. The German Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The German Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The Italian Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich. The Italian Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The Italian Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The United States has declared that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The United States has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The United States has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The French Government has declared that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The French Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The French Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The German Government has declared that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The German Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The German Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The Italian Government has declared that it will not recognize the Munich Agreement. The Italian Government has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The Italian Government has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.

The United States has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich. The United States has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Germany if it does not comply with the terms of the agreement. The United States has called for a meeting of the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation in Munich.
Brewster's Body

[Continued from page 39]

I knew I couldn't wait any longer, so I went to the door and let the baby out. She was all right, but I was pretty sure she was going to die. I didn't feel anything when she was born, but I could tell from the way she was breathing. I think she had pneumonia. She was in the hospital for a week, but she died in the end. I'm glad I did the right thing, though. I'm sure she would have died if I hadn't taken her out.

The day was cold and wet. I couldn't find a place to stay, so I slept in the snow. I don't know how I survived. I was alone, nobody cared, and I was hungry. I wish I could have found a place to live, but I didn't have any money. I'm still homeless, and I don't know what I'm going to do next. I'm going to die, I know. I'm tired of this. I wish I could have stayed in the hospital, but I didn't want to be there. I just wanted to be left alone. I'm not worth anything, and I don't deserve to live.

[Page 40] In New York, the National Office of the American Federation of Labor and Congress for Industrial Organization is working on a new, more centralized system of organizing. They are trying to improve their methods of recruiting members and increasing their influence. The AFL-CIO is expanding its network of locals and affiliates across the country, and they are focusing on organizing in industries with high concentrations of workers who traditionally have been difficult to unionize. They are also emphasizing the importance of building strong, lasting locals that can provide a stable organization for workers in the long term.

[Page 41] The AFL-CIO is working on a new, more centralized system of organizing. They are trying to improve their methods of recruiting members and increasing their influence. The AFL-CIO is expanding its network of locals and affiliates across the country, and they are focusing on organizing in industries with high concentrations of workers who traditionally have been difficult to unionize. They are also emphasizing the importance of building strong, lasting locals that can provide a stable organization for workers in the long term.
Brewer's Body 

(Continued from page 210)

In the heart of the materials, the successful network of links and underlays, the shaded shadows and the haunting, melancholy tones of the music, the poet and his art were being honored and admired. The poet was a young man, handsome and graceful, with a mind as bright as his eyes and a voice that could move his listeners to tears. He was the focus of attention for three days, and the event was a great success.

The poet's life was a story of struggle and triumph. Born into poverty, he had worked hard to achieve his dreams. He had written poetry since he was a child, and his talent had been recognized by the literary world. He had published his first book at the age of 18, and it had been a great success. His poetry had touched the hearts of people all over the world.

The poet was a man of integrity. He had always spoken the truth, and his words had inspired millions. He had been a leader in the fight for justice and equality, and his legacy would live on for generations to come.

The poet passed away on a cold winter's night, leaving behind a legacy of love and inspiration. His poetry would continue to touch the hearts of people all over the world, and his memory would live on in the minds of those who had been fortunate enough to know him. His influence would be felt for years to come, and his poetry would continue to inspire people to be their best selves.

The poet's death was a great loss to the literary world. He had been a great poet, and his legacy would live on for generations to come. His poetry would continue to inspire people to be their best selves, and his memory would live on in the minds of those who had been fortunate enough to know him. His influence would be felt for years to come, and his poetry would continue to inspire people to be their best selves.

The poet was a man of integrity. He had always spoken the truth, and his words had inspired millions. He had been a leader in the fight for justice and equality, and his legacy would live on for generations to come.

The poet passed away on a cold winter's night, leaving behind a legacy of love and inspiration. His poetry would continue to touch the hearts of people all over the world, and his memory would live on in the minds of those who had been fortunate enough to know him. His influence would be felt for years to come, and his poetry would continue to inspire people to be their best selves.
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**Consumers Union gives you test results and reports on...**

**RAZORS**

Which is more important—the razor or the blade? If you are in doubt read the report on safety razors on pages 7, 8, and 9 of this month's Consumers Union Reports. Eight brands are rated on the basis of shaving results, including the Gillette, Rolls, Durkam, Duplex, Gem, Vater Auto-Stop, and Scheck Inspec.

**BABY FOODS**

Prepared baby foods undoubtedly save mothers a great deal of work and time. But what about the nutritional value of canned infant foods as compared with fresh or canned unstrained vegetables? These and other pertinent points about infant foods are discussed on pages 3, 4 and 5 of this issue. Two tables are given—one showing the comparative cost of feeding your baby strained canned foods, fresh foods cooked and strained at home, and unstrained canned foods; another giving the results of tests for flavor made by government food graders on various brands of strained peas, spinach, carrots, prunes, and other fruits and vegetables. There are also other valuable hints on feeding your baby based on child specialists’ opinions.

**COCOA**

Most brands of cocoa taste alike and are made of practically identical ingredients. If that were all there were to cocoa, Consumers Union would recommend that you select your brand on the basis of price alone. But cocoa is not the seemingly innocent product it appears. Each of 68 samples tested by CU contained lead—a dangerous poison even when taken in very small quantities. Moreover, cocoa contains a stimulant which may be undesirable for children if drunk regularly. These facts about cocoa are discussed in a report appearing in this month’s Consumers Union Reports. Tables are given showing the comparative cost and composition lead content of 25 leading brands, including Baker’s, Hershey’s and Jennie.

**ANTI-FREEZES**

Certain anti-freeze solutions should not be put into your radiator under any circumstances. Probably the best anti-freeze is ... (you’ll find the actual brand name on page 5) — but it costs about three times as much as other satisfactory solutions. Twenty anti-freezes are rated by brand name in this report; two as “Best Buys,” eight as “Also Acceptable,” and ten as “Not Acceptable.” Among these listed are Zenith, Eveready Pentrex, Super Pye, and Ford Anti-Freeze. Evaporation reducers are also evaluated.

**ACID**

Continuing the discussion of alkalizers begun in last month’s Report, Dr. Harold Auer, CU’s medical consultant, talks about “Acid Stomach.” “Acid Indigestion,” and the rest of the acid — beggars by means of which advertisers are currently scaring the public into buying “alkalizing” medicines. Pages 10, 11, 12.

**CAR HEATERS**

Tested in CU’s laboratory under conditions simulating normal conditions of use, eight brands of sun heaters are rated for comparative value in this month’s Reports — pages 14 and 15. Three are “Best Buys,” five are “Also Acceptable,” and one is “Not Acceptable.” If you are planning to buy an auto heater it would be worth your while to become a member of Consumers Union as for no other reason than that to get the report and find out which models to avoid. Low priced, private brands were found to offer considerably better values than higher priced, widely advertised national brands.

**LEAD**

Because lead kills insects it is used extensively as a spray on growing fruits and vegetables. Because it can also kill human beings if taken in small quantities in a matter of a period of time the U. S. government 12 years ago limited the amount of lead that could be left as residue on fruits to 0.5 parts per million. Recently this limit has been raised to 0.6 parts per pound, in spite of the opinions of many prominent entomologists that even the former tolerance constituted a real menace to public health. If you are interested in learning about the sequence of events which adds up to the fact that you will now eat more poison with your food. Read pages 24 and 21 of the Report.

**OIL HEATERS**

"Incapable of giving good results because of poor design." This comment applies to one of the six makes of oil burners for kitchen or parlor stoves listed as "Not Acceptable" on page 29. Thirty-two makes of oil-burning room heaters are rated in all, including 16 makes of oil-burning stoves. Because there are hundreds of cheap, poorly designed burners on the market with flimsy, easily warped casings and cylinders, it is particularly important for prospective buyers to have the sort of technical guidance this report provides.

**SNOWSUITS**

Laboratory tests on ten brands of children’s snowsuits, ranging in price from $5.90 to $16.95 show that buyers need to pay more than $8 for an all-weather suit offering adequate protection against snow and wind. Pages 17, 18 and 19.

---
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